Valid transformations between quantum states are necessarily described by completely positive maps, instead of just positive maps. Positive but not completely positive maps such as the transposition map cannot be implemented due to the existence of entanglement in composite quantum systems, but there are classes of states for which the positivity is guaranteed, e.g., states not correlated to other systems. In this paper, we introduce the concept of N -copy extension of maps to quantitatively analyze the difference between positive maps and completely positive maps. We consider implementations of the action of positive but not completely positive maps on uncorrelated states by allowing an extra resource of consuming multiple copies of the input state and characterize the positive maps in terms of implementability with multiple copies. We show that by consuming multiple copies, the set of implementable positive maps becomes larger, and almost all positive maps are implementable with finite copies of an input state. This establishes a hierarchy on positive maps in terms of a degree of complete positivity violation. We also analyze the optimal N -copy implementability of a noisy version of the transposition map.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum information processing is performed by transformations between quantum states, and thus which class of transformations are allowed in quantum mechanics is a fundamental issue in quantum information processing. In quantum mechanics, valid deterministic transformations are called quantum channels, which are mathematically described as completely positive (CP) and trace preserving (TP) maps [1, 2] . The TP condition can be relaxed by allowing a probability of failure. Non-TP maps have been investigated for understanding probabilistic properties of quantum mechanics, and play a key role in protocols such as quantum teleportation [3] . In contrast, for the CP condition of the CPTP maps, it has not been much considered if we can implement non-CP maps by relaxing certain requirement.
In the density operator formalism of quantum mechanics, a general quantum state is described by a density operator, namely, a positive operator with its trace one. Valid transformations between states have to preserve the positivity of quantum states, which leads to the positivity requirement of maps. Moreover, when a composite system is considered, the linearity of quantum mechanics extends the action of a map to the composite system. Complete positivity of a map is equal to the positivity of that map on a part of a composite system, and it is required for a map to be a valid transformation in quantum mechanics. The positivity of a map does not promise its complete positivity, and there exist positive but not completely positive (PNCP) maps. The transposition map is an example of PNCP maps, which plays an important role in entanglement criterion [4, 5] correlated to other systems if infinite copies of the input state are provided. However, if only finite copies of an input state are available, how does the implementability of PNCP maps change? It is shown that if only finite copies are available, the transposition map is not implementable in an exact manner, even probabilistically 1 [9, 10] . That is, in order to implement the transposition map, infinite copies of an input state are necessary. On the other hand, this result does not exclude the possibility of implementing other PNCP maps with finite copies, and it is not known which class of maps become implementable when finite copies are available.
For the finite copy case, many of preceding studies focus on evaluating optimal approximate implementations of maps, such as universal NOT [11] and quantum cloning [12, 13] . In contrast, we focus on exact implementations in this paper, as the evaluation of approximation is not unique (e.g., average fidelity, diamond norm [14] [15] [16] , or structural physical approximation [17, 18] ). The requirement of the exact implementation indicates that the protocols in the type of measure, estimate, calculate and prepare strategy does not help, as the result is always approximate.
We introduce the concept of N -copy extension of a map. We analyze the implementability of the action of a PNCP map Λ when N copies of an input state ρ, which is not correlated to other systems, are given. Mathematically, we consider the existence of a CP map Λ N which maps N copies of ρ, that is ρ ⊗N , to a single state Λ(ρ), namely, Λ N (ρ ⊗N ) = Λ(ρ) for every ρ. We figure out how the set of implementable maps changes when the number of copies, N , changes.
We show that almost all PNCP maps become implementable if enough but still finite copies of an input state are provided. The number of copies required for implementing a positive map can be regarded as a measure of how difficult to implement the map, and gives a hierarchy of positive maps. Also, our result can be used to show the positivity of some types of maps. Verifying positivity (not completely positivity) of a map is a difficult problem in general, as we need to check in principle that for all positive inputs, the outputs are positive. However, since any N -copy implementable map, which is verifiable in a simple way as we show, is necessarily a positive map, we can verify the positivity of a map if it is already N -copy implementable.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the concept of N -copy extension. In Section 3, we give a universal construction of N -copy extension. This construction is shown to be an optimal construction, and N -copy implementability of a map is verifiable by only considering this construction. While this result fully characterizes N -copy implementability, we give two sufficient and one necessary conditions for N -copy implementability in Section 4 and 5, which are simpler to verify. In Section 4, we consider two noisy versions of a positive map, and we give sufficient conditions for the noisy versions to be N -copy implementable. The result also shows that all non-boundary positive maps are implementable with finite copies of an input state. In Section 5, a necessary condition for a positive map to be Ncopy implementable is given. In Section 6, we consider the boundary and extremal conditions of a positive map with a few examples. In Section 7, we analyze the N -copy implementability of the noisy version of the transposition map in general dimension.
II. IMPLEMENTING MAPS WITH MULTIPLE COPIES OF AN INPUT STATE
Let D(H) be the set of density operators on the Hilbert space H. A linear map Λ : L(H 1 ) → L(H 0 ) is said to be implementable in quantum mechanics if there exists a quantum circuit such that it (probabilistically) transforms any input state ρ ∈ D(H 1 ) into Λ(ρ) ∈ D(H 0 ) as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Such a quantum circuit exists if Λ is a CP map.
We consider a situation where N copies of an input state ρ are provided to perform a task to prepare a single state given by Λ(ρ). We say that Λ is implementable with N copies of an input, or simply N -copy implementable, when there exists a quantum circuit that transforms any input state ρ ⊗N into Λ(ρ) as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The quantum circuit represented by Fig. 1(b) satisfies the following properties. The input quantum system of the quantum circuit is not just H 1 but N copies of H 1 . In order to distinguish all input quantum systems, we define H i ∼ = C d1 for i = 2, . . . , N , where d 1 = dim H 1 . The subscripts of vectors and operators also denote the Hilbert spaces in or on which they are defined, e.g., |φ j |ψ i = |ψ i |φ j , and the subscripts are omitted if trivial from the context. The total input quantum system is H 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H N , and the extended map is a linear map from L(
, which is denoted by Λ N . We denote the Hilbert space H 1 ⊗ H 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H N as H 12···N for convenience. Our aim is to find an implementation of a map that transforms a state ρ to Λ(ρ) with N copies of ρ. Thus, a requirement for Λ N is that Λ N maps ρ ⊗N ∈ L(H 12···N ) to Λ(ρ). If this condition is satisfied, we call the map Λ N as an N -copy extension of Λ, and if Λ N is CP, we call it as a CP N -copy extension of Λ. The N -copy implementability of Λ is equivalent to the existence of a CP N -copy extension of Λ.
for any quantum state ρ ∈ D(C d1 ). When the N -copy extension is CP, it is a CP N -copy extension.
Due to the linearity, the action of Λ N is not only determined on ρ ⊗N , but on the linear span of ρ ⊗N , where the linear span is defined as
, and the action of Λ N on O N can be evaluated with linearity and Eq. (1) as
Note that for an operator a ∈ L(C d1 ) which is not a density operator, even if a
⊗N is not Λ(|0 1|) but 0, as the partial trace over
The problem of a CP N -copy extension is a kind of the CP extension problem, which is a problem to decide for a given map defined on a subspace whether there exists a CP map defined on the full space preserving the action on the subspace. In particular, for a given set of input states {ρ i } and a set of output states {σ i }, the CP extension problem is to verify the existence of a CP map or sometimes a quantum channel (a CPTP map) that maps ρ i into σ i for every i. For the CP N -copy extension problem, the set of input states is {ρ ⊗N } and the set of output states is {Λ(ρ)}. The CP extension problem has been studied for two-dimensional systems in [19] and for pure states in general dimensional systems in [20] using the Gram matrices. A recent study for general states in general dimensional systems [21] shows that the CP extension problem can be formulated as semi-definite program (SDP). The problem of CP N -copy extension is a subclass of this general extension problem.
III. N -COPY IMPLEMENTABLE MAPS
We present a characterization of N -copy CP extensible maps based on the positivity of an operator in this section. That is, we show an universal construction of Λ N , and the N -copy implementability of Λ can be verified by analyzing this construction. This is achieved by noticing that the subspace in our problem satisfies permutation invariance under permutations of the input Hilbert spaces. 
In order to verify if a linear map is CP, we utilize the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism [22] . This isomorphism maps a linear map Λ :
|i |i is the maximally entangled state on H 1 ⊗H 1 . Since complete positivity of a map is equivalent to the positivity of the corresponding Choi operator, we can verify complete positivity of a map by calculating the smallest eigenvalue of its Choi operator.
Theorem 2 states that for a given positive map Λ, its N -copy implementability is equal to the complete positivity of Λ 
where the subscripts 0, i on the r.h.s. denotes the Hilbert space H 0 , H i and R denotes the rest. Thus, Theorem 2 is equivalent to that a positive map Λ is N -copy implementable if and only if its corresponding L sym N defined as Eq. (7) is positive.
While a characterization of N -copy implementability can be formulated as an SDP [21] , we show that N -copy implementability of a map Λ is decidable by calculating the smallest eigenvalue of the operator given by Eq. (7), which is considerably simpler than solving an SDP. If the N -copy implementability problem is formulated as an SDP, our construction of Λ N always corresponds to the candidate of the optimal solution of the SDP, and thus we only need to see if this construction satisfies the SDP condition to determine if there exists a solution to this SDP.
Proof of Theorem 2. The "if part" is trivial, and we show the "only if part". Let Λ N be an N -copy extension of Λ, and the Choi operators of Λ N and Λ
Consider the permutations π of N input states, namely,
, and the average of them
Here,
⊗N } can be derived by a similar argument to the proof of Theorem 3 in [23] . Thus, the action of 
, and the corresponding eigenvalues are the same as the eigenvalues of Λ N for any π. Thus, the smallest eigenvalue of the Choi operator of Λ sym N is bounded as
In the rest of this paper except for Section V, we use Λ N to denote the specific N -copy extension of Λ given by Eq. (5), and L N the corresponding Choi operator given by Eq. (7).
IV. NOISY VERSION OF POSITIVE MAPS
While Theorem 2 gives a method to verify the N -copy implementability of a map, it does not show how the set of N -copy implementable maps changes depending on N . One way to capture the change of the set of implementable maps in N is to analyze a set of maps written in a certain form. For example, the implementability of a noisy version of two dimensional state transposition defined as
can be obtained by using the results of [11] . When N copies of an input state are available, this noisy version of the map is implementable if and only if η ≥ 2/(N + 2).
In this section, we consider the implementability of a wider class of maps given by
where Λ :
is an arbitrary positive map, and L is the Choi operator of Λ. The parameter η a may be seen as the amount of white noise that is added to the original map Λ. When N copies of an input state are available, we give a general bound on η a independent of Λ (Theorem 3). Note that while Λ ηa can be regarded as an approximation of Λ, what we show is the exact implementability of Λ ηa . We can also consider another kind of a noisy version of the map by introducing a decomposition given by
In Lemma 8, another bound is derived for this decomposition. While Eq. (12) is the convex sum of Λ and the renormalized totally depolarizing channel, Eq. (13) can be interpreted as a map that first depolarize the state, and then apply Λ on the depolarized state, that is,
Tr). We also give a general bound on η b independent of Λ in Theorem 4. Note that Eq. (13) coincides with Eq. (12) when Λ is unital, and in this case, Theorem 4 gives a better bound.
For any positive map Λ, Theorem 3 states that by adding white noise of an amount of O(1/N ), the noisy version of Λ always becomes N -copy implementable. While this result does not characterize the whole set of N -copy implementable maps, it shows a subset of N -copy implementable maps (Fig. 2(b) ).
Theorem 3 also indicates that for any η a > 0, there exists a number N such that Λ ηa is N -copy implementable, that is, finite-copy implementable. Since the set of positive maps is convex, any non-boundary (interior) positive map can be decomposed as a convex sum of another positive map and the completely depolarizing channel. Thus, we obtain the following corollary. Lemma 6 (Ref. [24] ). If ρ N ∈ L(H 01···N ) is permutation invariant on the permutation of H 1 , . . . , H N , i.e., (I 0 ⊗ P σ )ρ N (I 0 ⊗P σ ) † = ρ N for all permutation operators P σ of H 1 ⊗· · ·⊗H N , its purification |ψ N ∈ H 01···N ⊗H 0 1 ···N , where H k ∼ = H k , is Bose-symmetric on permutation of H 11 , . . . , H N N , i.e., (I 00 ⊗ P σ )|ψ N = |ψ N for all permutation operators P σ of H 11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H N N . Proof. First diagonalize ρ N as ρ N = λ λΠ λ , where Π λ is the projector onto the eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue λ. For each λ,
for all P σ . Define a purification of ρ N as |ψ N := (M ⊗I)|φ + , where |φ + is the maximally entangled state between H 01···N and H 0 1 ···N . Then it satisfies
that is, |ψ N is Bose-symmetric on H 11 , . . . , H N N . N is invariant under permutations of H 1 , . . . , H N , that is, for any permutation operator P σ ,
holds. By considering this symmetry, L η b N can be written as
where
The permutation symmetry of L N is transformed to the permutation symmetry of the state ρ N , as ρ N satisfies
for all P σ . Thus ρ has an N permutation invariant extension. Here
holds, and the first bound of Lemma 8 shows that ρ η b is separable for η b ≥ d 
for all positive operators ρ and σ [22] . Therefore, λ min (L η b N ) ≥ 0 for these η b . The proof of Theorem 3 is in a similar way, and the only different part is that
The second bound of Lemma 8 shows Theorem 3.
V. POSITIVE MAPS WITH NO N -COPY EXTENSION
Theorem 3 gives a sufficient condition for a map to be N -copy implementable, but it cannot be used to show that a map is not N -copy implementable. In this section, we give a necessary condition for a map to be N -copy implementable. We show a theorem to bound the set of Ncopy implementable maps complementary to Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. With this theorem, we also provide a characterization of certain types of maps that are not finite-copy implementable in the next section.
Theorem 9. Λ is not N -copy implementable if the following operator is not positive.
The first term of Eq. (27) is the Choi operator of Λ, and the second term contains Λ(|0 0|). We take a state |0 in the computational basis {|i } d1−1 0 for convenience, but this condition can be applied for any orthonormal basis
If we require Λ N (ρ ⊗N ) = Λ(ρ) for any density operator ρ, the optimal construction of N -copy extension is already given by Eq. (5). In this case, Theorem 9 can be proved by showing that the operator Eq. (27) is the result of a certain positive map applied on the Choi operator of the N -copy extension Eq. (5). However, we will give a proof of Theorem 9, which only uses constraints for span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N }, where
This indicates that Theorem 9 can be applied for a more general problem. That is, even if we require Λ N (ρ ⊗N ) = Λ(ρ) for only pure state ρ = |ψ ψ|, it is not N -copy implementable if the operator given by Eq. (27) We give a positive map Φ :
S kl is the swap operator defined as S kl |ψ k |φ l = |φ k |ψ l for all |ψ , |φ ∈ C d1 , and subscripts k and l denote Hilbert space H k and H l , respectively. This map Φ maps L N to the operator,
with
and {a ij } are permutation invariant on the Hilbert space
We prove that the operators {a ij } defined by Eq. (32) -Eq. (35) satisfy a ij ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N } by construction. As a 00 is a density operator, a 00 ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N } is trivial. Since only the linear span is considered, normalization factors are ignored for simplicity.
We first show that for any |φ 1 and |φ 2 , |φ 1 φ 2 | ⊗N ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N }. Consider a vector defined by |ψ θ = |φ 1 + e iθ |φ 2 , |ψ θ ψ θ | is a density operator and
dθ e ikθ = 0 unless k = 0, we obtain
To prove a i0 ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N } for i = 0, let |ψ θ = |0 + e iθ |i , then |ψ θ 0| ⊗N ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N }, and thus
a 0j ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N } is also proved in the similar way. To prove a ij ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N } for i, j = 0, let |ψ 1,θ = |0 + e iθ |i and |ψ 2,φ = |0 + e −iφ |j , we have
we obtain
Since {a ij } ∈ span{|ψ ψ| ⊗N }, Λ N (a ij ) are calculable with partial traces of {a ij } as Eq. (3), that is,
for i, j = 0. Thus, we obtain
|i j| ⊗ Λ(|i j|)
is not positive, L N cannot be positive, that is, no CP N -copy extension of Λ exists.
VI. BOUNDARY AND EXTREMAL CONDITIONS
All positive maps that are non-boundary are finitecopy implementable as shown in Corollary 5. A natural question is that whether the boundary condition can fully characterize finite-copy implementability. We show that this is not the case. Among boundary positive maps, there exist both finite-copy implementable ones and not implementable ones. Meanwhile, boundary positive maps can be further classified in to extremal positive maps and non-extremal ones. We conjecture that extremal positive maps are not finite-copy implementable, whereas there exist both finite-copy implementable and not implementable non-extremal positive maps.
We first see the examples for extremal positive maps. For 2-dimensional case, any extremal PNCP map are known to be decomposable to the concatenation of the transposition map and a CP map [22] . Since the transposition map is not finite-copy implementable [9] [10] [11] , any 2-dimensional extremal PNCP map is not finite-copy implementable. For higher dimensional maps, there exist extremal positive maps that cannot be decomposed into the transposition map and a CP map. One such example is the Choi map [22, 26] , which is a map between 3-dimensional matrices as 
The Choi map is also shown to be not finite-copy implementable by applying Theorem 9. It is enough to show that the corresponding operator L N is not positive. Consider the principle minor of L N given by
The determinant of this matrix is −4 independent of N . Thus, for any N , this principle minor of L N is not positive, and L N is not positive. Note that even if the determinant does not depend on N , the eigenvalues depend on N . Especially, the smallest eigenvalue converges to 0 for N → ∞, and the noisy version is always finite-copy implementable.
Next, we consider two non-extremal examples, one is finite-copy implementable and the other is not. The implementable one is given by Λ(ρ) :
where p ∈ (6/7, 8/9). The smallest eigenvalue of the Choi operator of Λ is −(7p − 6)/2, and thus for p > 6/7, Λ is not CP. However, to construct the 2-copy extension given by Eq. (5), the minimal eigenvalue of the corresponding Choi operator is non-negative for p < 8/9, and thus Λ is 2-copy implementable. The example of the finite-copy non-implementable map is given by Λ(ρ) := (1−p)ρ+pρ T with p ∈ (0, 1). We apply Theorem 9 for this map. It is enough to show that the corresponding operator L N is not positive. Consider the principle minor given by
This matrix is not positive for p = 0. Thus, Λ does not have a CP N -copy extension for any N , and is not finite-copy implementable.
VII. OPTIMAL STATE TRANSPOSITION
As the transposition map is one of the most important PNCP maps, we consider an optimal approximation to implement the map with N copies of an input state. That is, we consider the implementation of a noisy version of the transposition map
and show the amount of white noise η required to implement the map when N copies of an input are provided.
In this section, we will show a lower bound for η. An upper bound for η, on the other hand, is given by Theorem 4. As two bounds coincide in the asymptotic limit, we can see that the bound shown in Theorem 4 is also asymptotically optimal.
, and is not N -copy imple-
This result shows that for d-dimensional state transposition, if we assume the approximation is given as Eq. (52), multiple copies of an input does not help unless the number of copies is more than d − 1. Numerical calculations shows the bound min{d/(d + 1), 1) )} seems to be the critical amount of the noise required to make the noisy transposition to be N -copy implementable.
Proof. Since the Choi operator of state transposition is the swap operator S, the Choi operator of the optimal N -copy extension is given as
We show that the minimal eigenvalue of L N is bounded as
The N = 1 case is easy to prove as L 1 = S 01 , which is just the swap operator. For N ≤ d − 2 cases, as the minimum eigenvalue of L N is non-decreasing in N , 2 it is enough to show that the minimum eigenvalue of L d−1 is −1. Thus, we will only show for N ≥ d − 1 cases. We give an explicit construction of (unnormalized) eigenvector |Ψ N which has the eigenvalues shown in Eq. (54). Let |A d be the d-dimensional totally anti-symmetric state
and k 1 , . . . , k d−1 be integers from 1 to N which are used to denote the Hilbert spaces. The eigenvector |Ψ N is defined as
where the coefficients c({k i }) are defined as
and the state |0
is an arbitrary N − d + 1 qudit state with subscript R denoting that this state is in the rest of Hilbert spaces other than H 0 , H k1 , . . . ,
Now L N |Ψ N can be grouped into two groups as
depending on i ∈ {k i } or not. Since
the first term of Eq. (58) becomes
where the second equation holds as there are d − 1 elements in {k i }. The remaining is to show that the second term of Eq. (58) vanishes. Here
and the summation is taken over the whole set of {i,
Now consider another set {l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l d−1 }, if we sum over the whole set with the condition l 0 < l 1 < · · · < l d−1 , the summation does not match the original one, as in the original summation, the only requirement for i is that i is different from others. Thus, we add an additional parameter 0 ≤ j ≤ d − 1, which is used to specify the number that is not ordered as i in the original summation. For a fixed parameters {i, k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k d−1 }, the corresponding parameters {l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l d−1 , j} are constructed as follows. The numbers l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l d−1 are equal to the numbers i, k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k d−1 rearranged in an increasing order, and j is defined such that i is the (j +1)-th smallest number in {i, k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k d−1 }. Then we can rewrite Eq. (61) as 
where the order of summation is changed in the second equation and we take summation on j first. For each i, two summations (j > i and j < i) consist of an even number of terms in total because d is odd and we take summation only for j = i. If both summations contain an even number of terms, both of them vanish, and the total is 0. If both summations contain an odd number of terms, both of them are equal to 1 or −1, and the total is still 0. Thus, in both cases, the sum vanishes. Summing up these results, we obtain L N |Ψ N = − d−1 N |Ψ N . This is an upper bound for the minimal eigenvalue of L N .
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the concept of N -copy extension to analyze the implementability of positive but not completely positive (PNCP) maps by consuming multiple copies of an input state. We gave a universal construction of N -copy extension on the whole space. This construction is shown to be optimal in the sense that a map is N -copy implementable if and only if it is implementable with this construction. This result implies that the N -copy implementability is verifiable by calculating the smallest eigenvalue of the Choi operator of this Ncopy extension. For a simpler verification of N -copy implementability, we also gave two sufficient conditions and one necessary condition. Moreover, we showed all nonboundary positive maps are finite-copy implementable. We finally analyzed the N -copy implementability of a noisy version of the transposition map, and gave an asymptotically optimal value of the noise required to add for the noisy version of the map to be N -copy implementable.
The concept of N -copy implementability gives a quantitative characterization with a concrete operational meaning for positive maps. Since the sets of N -copy implementable maps are shown to converge to the set of positive maps as N increases, our characterization may also be used for verification of the positivity of a map. We have shown that non-boundary positive maps are always finite-copy implementable, but the behavior of boundary positive maps is still not fully understood. We conjecture that any extremal PNCP maps requires infinite copies of an input to be implementable. The existence of any simpler necessary or sufficient condition for finite-copy implementability remains open.
